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Measurement of charged jet cross section in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV
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The cross section of jets reconstructed from charged particles is measured in the transverse momentum range of $5 < p_T < 100$ GeV/$c$ in $pp$ collisions at the center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV with the ALICE detector. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_T$ algorithm with resolution parameters $R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,$ and $0.6$ in the pseudorapidity range $|\eta| < 0.9 - R$. The charged jet cross sections are compared with the leading-order (LO) and to next-to-leading-order (NLO) perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) calculations. It is found that the NLO calculations agree better with the measurements. The cross section ratios for different resolution parameters are also measured. These ratios increase from low $p_T$ to high $p_T$ and saturate at high $p_T$, indicating that jet collimation is larger at high $p_T$ than at low $p_T$. These results provide a precision test of pQCD predictions and serve as a baseline for the measurement in Pb-Pb collisions at the same energy to quantify the effects of the hot and dense medium created in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In quantum chromodynamics (QCD), jets are defined as collimated showers of particles resulting from the fragmentation of hard (high momentum transfer $Q$) partons (quarks and gluons) produced in short-distance scattering processes. Jet cross section measurements provide valuable information about the strong coupling constant, $\alpha_s$, and the structure of the proton [1,2]. In addition, inclusive jet production represents a background to many other processes at hadron colliders. Therefore, the predictive power of fixed-order perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations of jet production is relevant in many studies in high-energy collisions, and the inclusive jet cross section measurements in proton-proton collisions provide a clean test of pQCD. Jet production in $e^+e^-$, $e\mu$, $pp$, and $pp$ collisions is quantitatively described by pQCD calculations [3–5].

Jets also constitute an important probe for the study of the hot and dense QCD matter created in high-energy collisions of heavy nuclei. In nucleus-nucleus ($A-A$) collisions, high-$p_T$ partons penetrate the colored medium and lose energy via induced gluon radiation and elastic scattering (see Ref. [6] and references therein), while in proton-nucleus ($p-A$) collisions, jet production may be modified by cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects [7–10]. Furthermore, in high-multiplicity $pp$ and $p-A$ collisions, jet production could be modified even if the collision system is small. The measurements of inclusive jets in $pp$ collisions thus provide a baseline for similar measurements in $A-A$, $p-A$, and high-multiplicity $pp$ and $p-A$ collisions.

The measured jet properties are typically well reproduced by many general-purpose Monte Carlo (MC) event generators [11]. The unprecedented beam energy achieved at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [12] in $pp$ collisions enables an extension of the energy range of the jet production cross section and property measurements carried out at lower energies. Such measurements enable further tests of QCD and help in the tuning of MC event generators. Inclusive jet production cross sections have been measured in collisions of hadrons at the $Sp$P $S$ and Tevatron colliders at various center-of-mass energies. The latest and most precise results at $\sqrt{s} = 1.96$ TeV are detailed in Refs. [13,14]. At the LHC at CERN, the ALICE, ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have measured inclusive jet cross sections in proton-proton collisions at center-of-mass energies of $\sqrt{s} = 2.76$ TeV [15–17], 7 TeV [18,19], and 8 TeV [20,21]. Recently, the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have measured the inclusive jet cross sections at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV [22,23].

This paper presents the measurements of the inclusive charged jet cross sections in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV by the ALICE Collaboration at the LHC. The inclusive charged jet cross sections are measured double-differentially as a function of the jet transverse momentum, $p_T$, and the absolute jet pseudorapidity, $|\eta|$. The jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_T$ jet clustering algorithm [24] with resolution
parameter values of $R = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,$ and $0.6$. The inclusive charged jet cross sections are measured in the kinematic region of $5 < p_T < 100$ GeV/$c$ and a pseudorapidity of $|η| < 0.9 - R$. The analysis is restricted to jets reconstructed solely from charged particles, hereafter called “charged jets.” Charged particles with momenta down to $p_T > 0.15$ GeV/$c$ are used in the jet reconstruction of different $R$ values, thereby allowing us to test perturbative and nonperturbative aspects of jet production and fragmentation as implemented in MC event generators [25,26]. ALICE reported similar measurements of charged jet production in $pp$ [27,28], $p$-Pb [29,30], and Pb-Pb collisions [31] using data from the first LHC run.

A brief description of the ALICE detector and the selected data sample are introduced in Sec. II. MC simulations and theoretical calculations used for comparison to data are presented in Sec. III. The cross section definition is given in Sec. IV, and the unfolding procedure is described in Sec. V. Systematic uncertainties on the cross section measurements are addressed in Sec. VI. Finally, the results without and with underlying event (UE) subtraction are presented and discussed in Sec. VII and in the Appendix, respectively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DATA SAMPLE

ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the LHC, CERN. A detailed description of the detectors can be found in Ref. [32]. The detector components used in the data analysis presented in this publication are outlined here.

The ALICE detector comprises a central barrel (pseudorapidity $|η| < 0.9$ coverage over full azimuth) immersed in a uniform 0.5 T magnetic field along the beam axis ($z$) supplied by the large solenoid magnet. The forward-rapidity plastic scintillator counters are positioned on each side of the interaction point, covering pseudorapidity ranges $2.8 < η < 5.1$ (VOA) and $-3.7 < η < -1.7$ (VOC), and they are used for determination of the interaction trigger. The central barrel contains a set of tracking detectors: a six-layer high-resolution silicon inner tracking system (ITS) surrounding the beam pipe [from inside outward: the silicon pixel (SPD), drift (SDD), and strip (SSD) detectors], and a large-volume (5 m length, 5.6 m diameter) time-projection chamber (TPC).

The ITS and TPC space points are combined to reconstruct tracks from charged particles over a wide transverse momentum range ($0.15 < p_T < 100$ GeV/$c$). The selected tracks are required to have at least 70 TPC space points out of a maximum of 159 possible and more than 60% of the findable TPC space points based on the track parameters. For the best momentum resolution, at least three track hits are required to be located in the ITS. The primary vertex position is reconstructed from charged particle tracks as described in Ref. [33]. Only tracks originating from the primary vertex, called primary tracks, are used for jet reconstruction. These tracks are selected based on their distance of closest approach to the primary vertex of the interaction (smaller than 2.4 cm and 3.2 cm in the transverse plane and along the beam axis, respectively).

To fully compensate the loss of tracking efficiency with the SPD dead areas and recover good momentum resolution, tracks without any hit in either of the two SPD layers, referred to as “hybrid tracks,” are also retained but constrained to the primary vertex [34]. The tracking efficiency estimated from a full simulation of the detector (see Sec. III) is 80% for $p_T > 0.4$ GeV/$c$, decreasing to 60% at 0.15 GeV/$c$. The momentum resolution is better than 3% for hybrid tracks below 1 GeV/$c$, and increases linearly up to 10% at $p_T = 100$ GeV/$c$.

The measurement presented here uses data from $pp$ collisions at a center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV collected in 2015. During this period, minimum-bias (MB) events are selected using the high-purity V0-based MB trigger [35], which required a charged particle signal coincidence in the VOA and VOC arrays. The corresponding visible $pp$ cross section was measured with the van der Meer technique to be $51.2 \pm 1.2$ nb [36]. During the intensity ramp up, the instantaneous luminosity delivered by the LHC was successively leveled to $2 \times 10^{30}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ and $10^{30}$ cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$, resulting in interaction rates of 10 kHz and 50 kHz, respectively [37]. The track quality was checked, and it was found to be independent of interaction rates.

Further selection of MB events for offline analysis is made by requiring a primary vertex position within $\pm 10$ cm around the nominal interaction point to ensure full geometrical acceptance in the ITS for $|η| < 0.9$. Pileup interactions are maintained at an average number of $pp$ interactions per bunch, crossing below 0.06 through beam separation in the horizontal plane. Residual pileup events are rejected based on a multiple vertex finding algorithm using SPD information [34]. After event selection, a dataset of $103 \times 10^6$ minimum-bias $pp$ collisions corresponding to an integrated luminosity $L_{int} = 2$ nb$^{-1}$ is used.

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Monte Carlo (MC) event generators are used both for predictions of jet production to compare with data, and for simulations of detector performance for particle detection and reconstruction used to correct the measured distributions for instrumental effects. For the latter case, primary simulated events are generated with the PYTHIA6 [38] (PYTHIA 8.125, Monash2013 tune [39]) MC generator. Then particles are transported through the simulated detector apparatus with GEANT3.21 [40]. The simulated and real data are analyzed with the same reconstruction algorithms.

The MC generators HERWIG [41,42] (HERWIG6.510) and PYTHIA6 (PYTHIA6.425 and several UE tunes defined as everything accompanying an event but the hard scattering) [43] are used for variations of the detector response and
systematic investigations of the MC correction factors as well as jet fragmentation and hadronization patterns (as described in Sec. VI). For comparison with data, MC-simulated samples with different tunes from PYTHIA6, PYTHIA8, and POWHEG merged with PYTHIA8 for the parton shower and hadronization [44–47] are used.

PYTHIA and HERWIG are both event generators based on leading-order (LO) pQCD calculations of matrix elements for $2 \rightarrow 2$ reactions of parton-level hard scattering. However, each generator utilizes different approaches to describe the parton shower and hadronization processes. HERWIG makes angular ordering a direct part of the evolution process and thereby takes coherence effects into account in the emission of soft gluons. PYTHIA8 is based on transverse-momentum-ordered showers \[48\] in which the HERWIG generator and PYTHIA6 tunes used in this work utilize the CTEQ5L parton distribution functions [53]. The PYTHIA8 Monash tune uses the NNPDF2.3 LO set [54]. The uncertainty on the PDFs has been taken into account by the variation of the final results for the respective uncertainty sets of the PDFs.

The POWHEG framework, an event-by-event MC, is used for next-to-leading-order (NLO) pQCD calculations of $2 \rightarrow 2$ and $2 \rightarrow 3$ parton scattering at $O(\alpha_s^2)$. The outgoing partons from POWHEG are passed to PYTHIA8 event by event where the subsequent parton shower is performed. Double-counting of partonic configurations is inhibited by a matching scheme based on shower emission vetoing [55]. Contrary to fixed-order NLO calculations, the POWHEG MC approach has the advantage that the same selection criteria and jet finding algorithm can be used on the final-state particle level as are used in the analysis of the real data; in particular, only charged particles can be selected. For the comparison with the measured differential jet cross sections, the CT14nlo PDF set is used [56]. The dominant uncertainty in the parton-level calculation is given by the choice of renormalization, $\mu_R$, and factorization scale, $\mu_F$. The default value is chosen to be $\mu_R = \mu_F = p_T$ of the underlying Born configuration, here a $2 \rightarrow 2$ QCD scattering [44]. Independent variations by a factor of 2 around the central value are considered as the systematic uncertainty. For the POWHEG calculations, the PYTHIA8 A14 tune is used [57].

IV. INCLUSIVE CHARGED JET CROSS SECTION

Jets are reconstructed from charged particles using the anti-$k_T$ jet clustering algorithm [58,59] with resolution parameters $R = 0.2$, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6. The jet transverse momenta are calculated using a boost-invariant $p_T$ recombination scheme as the scalar sum of their constituent transverse momenta. The bin-averaged differential inclusive charged jet cross section measured as a function of charged jet transverse momentum $p_T^{\text{ch jet}}$ in bins of pseudorapidity is defined as

$$\frac{d^2 \sigma^{\text{ch jet}}}{dp_T \eta} (p_T^{\text{ch jet}}) = \frac{1}{L_{\text{int}}} \frac{dN_{\text{jets}}}{dp_T \eta} (p_T^{\text{ch jet}}),$$

where $L_{\text{int}}$ is the integrated luminosity given in Sec. II and $N_{\text{jets}}$ is the number of jets reconstructed in bins of width $dp_T$ in transverse momentum and $d\eta$ in pseudorapidity. One single bin of pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 0.9 - R$ is considered in this analysis because of the limited coverage of the ALICE central barrel. The measurements are performed in the kinematic range of $5 < p_T^{\text{ch jet}} < 100 \text{ GeV}/c$.

Jets observed in $pp$ collisions are inevitably affected by the underlying event (UE) activity originating from multiple parton interactions (MPIs), fragmentation of beam remnants, and initial- and final-state radiation [60]. The UE can be characterized on an event-by-event basis by the amount of transverse momentum density $\rho_{\text{UE}}$ in a “control region” cone of the same radius as the jet resolution parameter placed perpendicular to the leading jet axis, at the same pseudorapidity as the leading jet but offset by an azimuthal angle of $\pm \pi/2$ relative to the jet axis [27]. To obtain the $\rho_{\text{UE}}$, we calculate the sum of the track $p_T$ in a perpendicular cone which is defined with respect to a leading jet axis and divided by jet area as

$$\rho_{\text{UE}} = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{p_{T,i}^{\text{perp}}}{\pi R^2},$$

where $R$ is the jet resolution parameter and $p_{T,i}^{\text{perp}}$ is the transverse momentum of the $i$th track in a perpendicular cone.

The average $\rho_{\text{UE}}$ as a function of the event scale defined by the leading jet $p_T$ is shown in Fig. 1 for resolution parameters $R = 0.2$, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6. The relative UE contribution increases with increasing jet transverse momentum. A steep rise of the UE activity in the transverse region is observed with increasing leading jet $p_T$ followed by a slower rise above 10 GeV/c, which suggests a weaker correlation with the hard process [61]. The average UE also
has a weak dependence on jet finding resolution parameters. While the asymptotic value of \( \langle \rho_{\text{UE}} \rangle \) is located close to 1 GeV/c for resolution parameters from 0.2 up to 0.4, it increases by 20% for \( R = 0.6 \), probably due to the contamination from jet regions which might arise for such a large cone size. Figure 1 compares the data to the recent tunes of the PYTHIA MC event generators as a function of detector level jet \( p_T \). The measured transverse momentum density can be reproduced by different PYTHIA tunes within 5%, i.e., a slight underestimation from the Monash-2013 tune when approaching the slowly rising region. A similar observation was reported by an earlier publication of UE measurements using leading particles instead of jets [61].

All the observables studied in this paper are measured both with and without UE corrections, with the former presented in the Appendix, and the latter in the body of the paper. The impact of the UE subtraction on the inclusive jet spectrum can be seen in Fig. 11. A systematic uncertainty on the \( \rho_{\text{UE}} \) measurement was estimated to be 5% [27], resulting in a 2% uncertainty on the UE subtracted jet cross section at \( p_T^{\text{ch, jet}} = 5 \) GeV/c and decreasing for higher jet transverse momentum. Furthermore, as a reference for constructing jet nuclear modification factors in Pb-Pb collisions [31,62], leading-track biased jet spectra are made available in the Appendix in Fig. 12.

Finally, the differential inclusive charged jet cross sections are corrected for detector resolution and unfolded to the charged particle level (Sec. V) to allow for a direct comparison to theoretical predictions (Sec. VII).

**V. UNFOLDING OF DETECTOR EFFECTS**

The measurement of the steeply falling jet transverse momentum spectrum is affected by the imperfect track reconstruction efficiency and finite track momentum resolution of the detector. The inference of the true spectrum from the smeared one, a process usually called unfolding, requires construction of a detector response matrix. The jet production yields are corrected by the unfolding method [63], as implemented in the RooUnfold package [64]. A two-dimensional detector response matrix maps the transverse momentum of particle-level charged jets clustered from stable charged particles produced by a MC event generator (\( p_T^{\text{jet, particl}} \)) to the detector-level jets reconstructed from tracks after full GEANT3-based detector simulation (\( p_T^{\text{jet, detector}} \)). The entries of the response matrix are computed by matching particle- and detector-level jets geometrically, according to the distance \( d = \sqrt{\Delta \eta^2 + \Delta \phi^2} \) between the jet axes. The anti-\( k_T \) jet finding algorithm is used for both particle-level and detector-level jet reconstruction.
The probability of reconstructing a charged jet at a given detector level $p_T$ as a function of the particle level $p_T$ is shown in Fig. 2 (left) for charged jets with $R = 0.4$, demonstrating the detector response matrix. The probability distribution is derived from this detector response matrix and shown in Fig. 2 (right) for four different $p_T$ intervals. The distributions have a pronounced peak at zero ($P_{\text{jet,detector}} = P_{\text{jet,particle}}$). The tracking $p_T$ resolution induces upward and downward fluctuations with equal probability, whereas the finite detection efficiency of the charged particles results in an asymmetric response.

In this analysis, an unfolding approach relying on a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the detector response matrix is used in order to reduce sizable statistical fluctuations that are introduced by instabilities in the inversion procedure [65]. This technique also produces a complete covariance matrix, along with its inverse, which allows for full uncertainty propagation. In addition, a Bayesian unfolding [63] was carried out for cross-check and systematic error assessments. Consistent results were obtained with both methods. To validate the unfolding process, and identify potential biases, closure tests are performed which compare the unfolded detector-level distribution to the particle-level truth in the MC simulation. Consistency of the unfolding procedure is also ensured by folding the solution to the detector level and comparing it to the uncorrected distribution used as input. No significant difference is found.

TABLE I. Summary of the systematic uncertainties for a selection of jet transverse momentum bins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jet resolution parameter</th>
<th>Jet $p_T$ bin (GeV/c)</th>
<th>Tracking efficiency (%)</th>
<th>Track $p_T$ resolution (%)</th>
<th>Unfolding (%)</th>
<th>Normalization (%)</th>
<th>Secondaries (%)</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R = 0.2$</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>negligible</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>negligible</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>negligible</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85–100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>negligible</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = 0.3$</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85–100</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = 0.4$</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85–100</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R = 0.6$</td>
<td>5–6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–50</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>85–100</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The various sources of systematic uncertainties and their corresponding estimates obtained in this study are summarized in Table I and discussed in detail in the following sections. All systematic uncertainties listed in Table I are considered as uncorrelated except the unfolding one. Therefore, these systematic uncertainties were treated separately and their respective contributions are added in quadrature. In the ratio of the measured cross sections for different radii, the uncertainties from the same source cancel out partially, and the remaining relative difference is taken as the systematic uncertainty on the ratio. The total uncertainty on the jet cross section ratio is determined by adding the remaining contributions from different resources in quadrature.

A. Tracking efficiency and momentum resolution

To evaluate the impact of the limited track reconstruction efficiency and momentum resolution on the jet cross sections, a fast detector response simulation is used to reduce computing time. The efficiency and resolution are varied independently, and a new response matrix is computed for each variation. The detector-level distributions are then unfolded, and the resulting differences are used as systematic uncertainties. The relative systematic uncertainty on tracking efficiency is estimated to be 3% based on the variations of track selection criteria. The track efficiency contributes a relative systematic uncertainty of up to 8% on the jet cross sections, since it introduces a reduction and smearing of the jet momentum scale.

The systematic uncertainty of the jet cross sections due to the tracking efficiency uncertainty, which is the dominant source of uncertainty, increases with increasing jet $p_T$ and resolution parameter, while the systematic uncertainty due to momentum resolution is negligible with no $p_T$ dependence and a weak dependence on the jet resolution parameter.

B. Unfolding

The reconstructed jet transverse momentum spectra presented in this paper are unfolded using a detector response computed with the Monash2013 tune of the PYTHIA8 event generator [39]. This particular choice of MC event generator affects the detector response by influencing the correlation between the particle- and detector-level quantities used to evaluate the response matrix. Such a MC event generator dependence is quantified by comparing the unfolded spectrum using the default response matrix and generator prior with those obtained with the HERWIG and PYTHIA6 event generators with Perugia-0 and Perugia-2011 tune [51]. This comparison is accomplished by using detector responses from fast simulation. The resulting uncertainty is on the order of 5%.

The SVD unfolding method [65], which is the default approach used in this analysis, is regularized by the choice of an integer-valued parameter, which separates statistically significant and nonsignificant singular values of the orthogonalized response matrix. The regularized parameter is tuned for each cone radius parameter, separately. To estimate the related systematic uncertainty, the regularization parameter is varied by ±2 around the optimal value. The unfolded results are stable against regularization parameter variations with a maximum deviation of 1% at high $p_T$.

Lastly, the SVD unfolded spectra are compared with the results obtained with the Bayesian unfolding method [63]. Within uncertainties, the solutions of both unfolding methods are consistent.

The uncertainties discussed above are added in quadrature and referred to as the unfolding systematic uncertainty in Table I.

C. Cross section normalization

A systematic uncertainty on the integrated luminosity measurement of 2.3% [36] is propagated to the cross section as fully correlated across all $p_T$ bins. Therefore, it cancels out in the ratio of cross sections.

D. Contamination from secondary particles

Contamination from secondary particles produced by weak decays of strange particles (e.g., $K_S^0$ and $\Lambda$), photon conversions, or hadronic interactions in the detector material, and decays of charged pions is significantly reduced by the requirement on the distance of closest approach of the tracks to the primary vertex point. The uncertainty due to the

![FIG. 3. Charged jet differential cross sections in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV after detector effect corrections. Statistical uncertainties are displayed as vertical error bars. The total systematic uncertainties are shown as shaded bands around the data points. Data are scaled to enhance visibility.](image-url)
secondary contribution corresponds to a jet transverse momentum scale uncertainty of 0.5% [27,28].

VII. RESULTS

A. Charged jet cross sections

The inclusive charged jet cross sections using the anti-$k_T$ jet finding algorithm in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV are fully corrected for detector effects and are presented in Fig. 3. In this study, the inclusive charged jet cross sections are reported for jet resolution parameters $R = 0.2$, $0.3$, $0.4$, and $0.6$. The choice of $R$ is driven by which aspects of jet formation are investigated since the relative strength of perturbative and nonperturbative (hadronization and underlying event) effects on the jet transverse momentum distribution show a strong $R$ dependence [25]. Pseudorapidity ranges are limited to $|\eta| < 0.9 - R$ to avoid edge effects at the limit of the tracking detector acceptance.

![Comparison of the charged jet cross section to LO MC predictions](image-url)
The differential cross sections of charged jets reconstructed using different jet resolution parameters $R$ are compared with LO PYTHIA predictions in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the comparison with POWHEG predictions. The ratios of the MC distributions to measured data are shown in the bottom panels. The model predictions qualitatively describe the measured cross sections, but fail to reproduce the shape over the entire jet transverse momentum range. The comparison between data and models is similar to earlier measurements at a lower center-of-mass energy [66]. Although NLO corrections to inclusive single-jet production improve the LO prediction and the NLO predictions agree within 10% with the data in the studied phase space, the NLO prediction still disagrees with the data at the lowest kinematic phase space by up to 50%, with very large theoretical uncertainty at low transverse momentum, as shown in Fig. 5. At this low-$p_T$ region below 10 GeV/c, nonperturbative effects, such as soft particle production,
multiparton interactions, and fragmentation function bias play a role, which makes the comparison with theoretical models difficult. Studies of next-to-next-to-leading-order (NNLO) corrections using antenna subtraction \cite{67} indicate that NNLO calculations should significantly reduce the systematic uncertainty from scale variations once they become available. Therefore, it is expected that a detailed theory-experiment comparison will be performed in the future using NNLO QCD corrections. This comparison will contribute to our understanding of pQCD processes.

**B. Ratio of charged jet cross sections**

Figure 6 shows the ratios of inclusive charged jet cross sections for jets reconstructed with a resolution parameter of $R = 0.2$ to those with $R = 0.4$ and $R = 0.6$. In order to compare the ratios within the same jet pseudorapidity range, the ratios are studied within $|\eta| < 0.3$, which coincides with the fiducial jet acceptance for the largest resolution parameter studied ($R = 0.6$). Statistical correlations between the numerator and denominator are avoided by using exclusive subsets of the event sample. This observable relates directly to

**FIG. 6.** Charged jet cross section ratios for $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.4)$ (red) and $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.6)$ (blue) in comparison with LO (PYTHIA) and NLO event generators with matched parton showers and modeling of hadronization and the UE (POWHEG+PYTHIA8). The systematic uncertainty of the cross section ratio is indicated by a shaded band drawn around data points. No uncertainties are drawn for theoretical predictions for better visibility.

**FIG. 7.** Charged jet cross section ratio in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV is compared to p-Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV \cite{29} and pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV \cite{66}. Left: $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.4)$. Right: $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.6)$. 
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the relative difference between the jet $p_T$ distributions when using two different resolution parameters and provides insights into the interplay between perturbative and nonperturbative effects. The departure from unity, which is due to the emission of QCD radiation, decreases as jet collimation increases at high transverse momentum. From the experimental point of view, the observable is less sensitive to experimental systematic uncertainties, and consequently the comparisons between theoretical predictions and data are less ambiguous for this observable than for inclusive spectra [15]. The measured ratios are also compared with PYTHIA and POWHEG calculations in Fig. 6. Both models give a good description of the data within 10%, stressing the significance of jet parton showers beyond higher-order matrix element calculations.

Figure 7 displays a comparison of the results obtained by the ALICE Collaboration in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV [66] and $p$-Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [29]. All data show a similar increase of the ratio expected from the stronger collimation of jets at higher transverse momentum and agree well within uncertainties. No significant energy dependence or change with collision species is observed for smaller radii. It should be noted, however, that the earlier ALICE measurements of the cross section ratio used for comparison performed the UE subtraction. Since the UE contribution is more pronounced for larger radii ($R = 0.6$), the cross section ratio $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.6)$ is higher after UE subtraction, and the UE subtracted cross section ratio is consistent to earlier measurements in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV as presented in Fig. 7 (right).

VIII. CONCLUSION

The inclusive charged jet cross sections with transverse momentum from 5 GeV/c to 100 GeV/c in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV have been measured. The measurements have been performed using an anti-$k_T$ jet finder algorithm with different jet resolution parameters $R = 0.2$, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 at midrapidity. The differential charged jet cross sections are compared with those in LO and NLO pQCD calculations. There is better agreement between data and predictions at NLO, i.e., POWHEG for a parton shower with hadronization by PYTHIA8. The cross section ratios for different resolution parameters are also measured, which increase from low to high $p_T$, and saturate at high $p_T$, indicating that the jet collimation is larger at high $p_T$. The ratio for $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.4)$ is larger than that for $\sigma(R = 0.2)/\sigma(R = 0.6)$, and these ratios are consistent with both LO and NLO pQCD calculations.

The data presented in this paper provide an important reference to understanding jet production in QCD, for example the fragmentation function and parton distribution functions. It also provides a baseline for the nuclear modification factor measurement in Pb-Pb collisions at the same beam energy, in order to elucidate the nature of the hot and dense matter created in heavy-ion collisions at the LHC. In particular, the results presented in this paper extend the jet measurements to very low $p_T$, which is challenging to measure in the heavy-ion environment due to the UE influence.
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1. Charged jet cross section and ratios

The inclusive charged jet cross sections after the detector effects correction and UE subtraction using the anti-\( k_T \) jet finder in \( pp \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 5.02 \) TeV are presented in Fig. 8. The comparisons to different LO and NLO theoretical calculations are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The UE contamination is corrected on an event-by-event basis by the perpendicular cone estimator.

The impact of the UE subtraction on the inclusive jet spectrum can be seen in Fig. 11, which is the jet cross section ratio with (Fig. 8) and without UE subtraction (Fig. 3). After the UE subtraction, the agreement between data and MC becomes worse, since current MC tunes do not model the UE production mechanism in proton-proton collisions well.

2. Jet cross sections with leading track cut

The fully corrected inclusive charged jet cross sections by requiring at least one track with \( p_T > 5 \) GeV/c using the anti-\( k_T \) jet finder in \( pp \) collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 5.02 \) TeV are presented in 12. The jet cross sections are without UE subtraction in this section. The ratio of the cross section with and without leading track cut bias is shown in Fig. 13.
FIG. 9. Comparison of the charged jet cross section to LO MC predictions for the resolution parameter $R = 0.2$ (a), 0.3 (b), 0.4 (c), and 0.6 (d). UE subtraction is applied. Statistical uncertainties are displayed as vertical error bars. The systematic uncertainty on the data is indicated by a shaded band drawn around unity. The red lines in the ratio correspond to unity.
FIG. 10. Comparison of the charged jet cross section to NLO MC prediction (POWHEG+PYTHIA8) for the resolution parameter $R = 0.2$ (a), 0.3 (b), 0.4 (c), and 0.6 (d). UE subtraction is applied. Statistical uncertainties are displayed as vertical error bars. The systematic uncertainty on the data is indicated by a shaded band drawn around unity. The red lines in the ratio correspond to unity.
FIG. 11. Charged jet differential cross section ratio with and without UE subtraction in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV.

FIG. 12. Charged jet differential cross sections without UE subtraction in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV with the leading track bias. All jets must contain at least one track with $p_T > 5$ GeV/c. Statistical uncertainties are displayed as vertical error bars. The total systematic uncertainties are shown as shaded bands around the data points. Data are scaled to enhance visibility.

FIG. 13. Charged jet differential cross section ratios with and without leading track bias in $pp$ collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV for the resolution parameter $R = 0.2$ (a), 0.3 (b), 0.4 (c), and 0.6 (d). The UE subtraction is not applied. For biased results, all jets must contain at least one track with $p_T > 5$ GeV/c. Statistical uncertainties are displayed as vertical error bars. The systematic uncertainties are shown as shaded bands around the data points.
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